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a kitchen that reflects who you are

Range

ACACIA

An exclusive range of modular kitchen, Acacia comes in splendid solid wood ﬁnish. Designed to reﬂect the virtues of
platonic love, Acacia is capable enough to completely transform your kitchen. Explore its diversity and go for an
unconventional twist for your kitchen.

Range

CERAMIC

Ceramic has become an essential part of our daily lifestyle. They lend a touch of class to everything around them.
The Ceramic range is crafted to provide that much coveted elegant look to any kitchen and at the same time, ensure
smooth functionality. Created with highly durable material this is a range for you, if you are a connoisseur of
elegance.

Range

RONCE

Simply stunning in looks and robust when it comes to convenience, Ronce is a range devised to invoke sparks of
envy from your guests, who are bound to visit your kitchen. Made with highly durable Polyester Paint material, Ronce
scales new heights in aesthetics and convenience.

Range

CHARME

To facilitate cooking is just one aspect of virtues of a kitchen. Actually, it adds charme to our mundane life. And when
you have Charme, available in Lacquer Glass Shutter/Polymer Composite Finish, as your modular kitchen, it simply
alters your lifestyle by adding grace to it.

Range

ARMOISE

Kitchen is a place where happiness of entire family is rooted. It should be designed in such a way that it can play this
pivotal role in the best possible ways. Armoise, a pleasant and appealing range of modular kitchen, is available in
Membrane ﬁnish.

Range

ARGENTINE

Gorgeous in looks, the Argentine is designed to blend perfection with performance. Designed with careful thinking
and crafted with penchant for quality, the oﬀerings in this entire range is capable of bringing excellence to cooking.

Range
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Kitchen Baskets
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